Performance evaluation of distributed systems and service-oriented architectures is often based on stochastic models, such as closed queueing networks which are commonly solved by the Mean Value Analysis (MVA) algorithm. However, the MVA is unable to solve models with hundreds or thousands of users accessing services of multiple classes, a configuration that is often useful to predict the performance of real-world applications. This paper introduces the Method of Moments (MoM), the first exact algorithm for solving closed queueing networks with large population sizes.
Introduction
Queueing networks are an established class of analytical models for capacity planning, performance evaluation, optimization, and design exploration of software and hardware systems [1, 2] . A typical performance analysis based on queueing networks consists in studying the growth of performance indexes such as throughput, response time, or server utilization, under an increase of the number of users of the system. To overcome state-space explosion problems, productform queueing networks are often used by researchers and practitioners as an efficient formalism to model the scalability of real-world systems [3] [4] [5] . The main advantage of product-form models is that the continuous-time Markov chain underlying the queueing network enjoys a closed-form expression of the equilibrium state probabilities which makes the analysis computationally tractable. This enables efficient computation of system performance metrics.
We focus here on closed networks, which are models of systems where a constant population of users is served by a network of servers with heterogeneous processing speeds [3] . Closed networks have been intensively investigated in performance evaluation [2] and are frequently used in capacity planning for static and dynamic provisioning of modern multi-tier and service-oriented architectures [5] [6] [7] . Despite the availability of many exact analysis techniques for closed networks [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , a long-standing issue of these models is their inability to evaluate exactly systems with many users belonging to several workload classes, a case that often arises in applications because transactions of different types are often modelled as distinct workload classes. For instance, recent measurements on large scale J2EE web applications suggest that exploring the behavior of a real multi-tier application from low to heavy load requires modeling many hundreds of users and at least five workload classes [20] . However, models of this dimension are prohibitive for exact analysis algorithms like the Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [19] , which is the de-facto standard for solving closed queueing networks. In practice, MVA is scalable up to models with 3-4 classes since complexity expressions grow combinatorially as the product of class populations. This difficulty of the MVA approach has been addressed in previous work only by approximate techniques such as local iterative methods [21] [22] [23] , bounds and asymptotic expansions [17, 24] , numerical inversion methods [11] , diffusion approximation [25] , and Monte Carlo integration [26] , but it is difficult to validate the robustness of these methods on large multiclass networks because of the lack of exact solution methods that are scalable on models with many users and many classes. That is, no efficient algorithm exists that can provide exact values of the queueing network performance indexes under large multiclass workloads.
In this paper, we overcome the computational limitations of MVA and established exact solution algorithms by introducing the Method of Moments (MoM), a new exact analysis technique which is able for the first time to solve efficiently models with large multiclass populations. The basic idea of MoM is to solve queueing networks by recursively computing a set of higher-order moments of the stations' queue-length distributions. This is in contrast with the classic MVA approach where one evaluates mean queue-lengths only, but we find that these higher-order moments equivalently determine the equilibrium solution of the model. The advantage of higher-order moments is that they can be computed efficiently in a recursive manner using a system of linear equations involving normalizing constants. The equations of this linear system correspond to the fundamental recursions used in algorithms such as RECAL [13] and LBANC [10] , which are called in this paper the population constraint (PC) and the convolution expression (CE). The main result is that the simultaneous evaluation of such equations into a linear system allows MoM to avoid the combinatorial growth of the recursion on the population sizes that affects all known exact methods, noticeably the MVA algorithm. In particular, for a queueing network with a multiclass population of N jobs, one needs to evaluate just N linear systems to solve the model.
The present work summarizes and extends [27] as follows. First, we introduce a compact formulation of MoM; the algorithm presented in [27] is instead discussed in Section 5.3. The new MoM formulation presented in this paper is much easier to implement compared to the one proposed in [27] . Next, we derive an extended analysis of computational costs and we report experimental results on several models and provide a case study that helps in understanding the benefits and limitations of MoM.
We also remark that in a recent paper we have proposed CoMoM [28] , a new algorithm for closed queueing networks that specializes in the computation of normalizing constants for models with a large number of classes. CoMoM stems from the MoM theory presented in this paper to derive a novel approach, where the basis is no longer defined in terms of queue replica addition, but a larger number of population vectors is considered in the basis definition. We point to [28] for an investigation of the mutual relationships between MoM and CoMoM, proving that MoM is more efficient on models with more queues than classes; in the opposite case CoMoM is more efficient. The result presented in [28] also shows that the MoM approach is not limited to the applications discussed here, but may be used as a starting point for the definition of new methods for the exact evaluation of product-form models. Additionally, in a very recent paper [29] we have shown how the MoM theory leads to hybrid approaches for the solution of closed queueing network models that further increase the efficiency of the solution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give background and preliminary definitions. We give motivation in Section 3 by reviewing the computational limitations of existing exact algorithms. Section 4 defines the basic MoM algorithm, which is later improved in Section 5 for increased efficiency. Computational costs of the proposed algorithms are studied in Section 6. Section 7 gives experiments and case studies. Finally, Section 8 gives final remarks.
Performance model
Thanks to the large availability of material on product-form theory, we refer the reader to books and surveys such as [30, 13, 31, 32, 2, 33, 34] for a comprehensive background and we limit ourselves here to definitions and required concepts.
Notation. We consider a computer system that may be modelled as a queueing network processing jobs belonging to R workload classes (i.e., transaction types). The non-negative integer N r is the number of jobs of class r, the network population
, and the total number of jobs in the model is N = ∑ R r=1 N r . Without loss of generality, we consider a network of M load-independent queues serving jobs according to a first-come-first-served, processor-sharing or last-comefirst-served-preemptive-resume scheduling discipline [3] . Queues with load-dependent service times are not considered in this paper. We denote by D k,r the service demand of class r at queue k, that is the product of the mean service time and the mean number of visits of class r jobs at station k [31] . Finally, we indicate with Z r the mean delay of class r, i.e., the mean time spent by a job at infinite-server stations. If not otherwise stated, in examples we assume Z r = 0 for all classes. The main notation introduced above is summarized by Fig. 1 .
Model evaluation.
Recall that a queueing network model is a high-level abstraction of a continuous-time Markov chain where each state describes a distribution of jobs across the network [30] . For a model with M queues and R classes, a state of the chain is uniquely identified by a tuple where n 0,r is the total number of class r jobs in infinite-server stations and n k,r , 1 ≤ k ≤ M, is the number of class r jobs in queue k, either waiting or receiving service. The state space of the Markov chain is thus
which defines a process that cannot be solved by the global balance equations because of its prohibitive dimension [2] . A direct evaluation of the state space can be avoided by the BCMP theorem [3] , which asserts that the equilibrium state probabilities of the model are
is the normalizing constant which assures that the state probabilities sum to one, i.e.,
Given an efficient computational scheme for normalizing constants, performance indices such as server utilizations or mean response times can be readily computed [18] . For instance, the mean server utilization of class r jobs at queue k is given by
where
N with a job of class r removed. Similarly, the mean queue-length of class r jobs at queue k is
where 
. Note that other mean indexes such as the mean response time R k,r ( ⃗ N) of class r jobs at queue k, the mean class r throughput of the system 1 X r ( ⃗ N), and the mean class r end-to-end response time R r (N) are readily obtained from utilizations and response times as [33] for further details. 1 We assume system throughput to be observed at a reference station j for which the mean number of visits is V j = 1. We point to the force flow law in [33, Chap. 3] for further details on the relation between the local throughput at each station and the system throughput.
Previous work
The analysis of product-form models can be done either by the MVA approach [19] , in which one recursively computes mean queue-lengths and mean throughputs, or by the normalizing constant approach [9] , where one focuses on the computation of G( ⃗ N) and related constants and then obtains performance indexes by (1)-(2) and similar formulas. In this section, we review previous work in computational algorithms for the normalizing constant G( ⃗ N). Note that the MVA algorithm can be equivalently seen as a scaled version of the LBANC normalizing constant algorithm [10] . Therefore, we refer in this section to MVA and LBANC indifferently, since the two algorithms differ significantly only from a numerical standpoint, but not for their computational costs or for the fundamental structure of their recursion [10, 19] . Other exact approaches in the literature not considered in this section have essentially the same asymptotic computational costs of the methods presented below.
Convolution algorithm. In the Convolution approach [9, 18] , the normalizing constant is computed using the following expression Class recursion algorithms. The RECAL algorithm [13] and the RGF algorithm [15, 16] require O(N M ) time and storage and are best-suited for models with a small number of queues. In particular, the recurrence equation underlying RECAL is the population constraint (PC)
for an arbitrary choice of the class r, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, and where m k ≥ 1 is the number of queues with the same demands D k,r , 1 ≤ r ≤ R, in the model under study. For simplicity, we assume throughout the rest of the paper that in the model under study all queues are distinct, 3 i.e., m k = 1. Using (2) it can be proved that (4) implicitly states the conservation law for the population in closed networks, i.e.,
where by Little's law [33] X r ( ⃗ N)Z r is the total number of class r requests waiting at the delay servers.
The fundamental property of methods such as RECAL and RGF is that the recursion is performed by changing the population of a single class at a time, thus the recursion tree is substantially different from that of Convolution, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The diagram illustrates that, as the recursion on the different population proceeds, (4) considers an increasingly large number of normalizing constants at each step and it can be shown that this number grows as O(N M ) with the total population [13] . This increase is due to the summation in the right-hand side of (4), which requires evaluating M models with a different number of queue replicas. Thus, similar to the fundamental equation of the Convolution algorithm, the PC cannot be used alone for the efficient evaluation of large multiclass models.
LBANC and MVA algorithms. The LBANC approach is based on a recursive evaluation of a reformulation of (3), i.e., constants of the populations with a job less with no effort, see the LBANC algorithm for details [10] . It is interesting to observe that the recursion tree of the CE grows combinatorially with the population as N 1 × N 2 , but the number of evaluated constants remains fixed to 3 at each recursive step. Conversely, the PC evaluates a minimal set of populations, but during the recursion the number of evaluated constants grows significantly from 1 to 21 constants, which is very large for a model of this simplicity. These observations extend to the algorithms of previous works which employ relations similar to (4)- (5) and explain the high computational requirements of these methods on models with large populations where the number of evaluated constants can be even of the order of millions or more. Clearly, it would be ideal to have an algorithm which performs a recursion on a small population such as for the PC in Fig. 2(a) , but in which the number of evaluated constants stays fixed for each population as for the CE in Fig. 2(b) . The main result of this paper, given in the next section, is to show that (4) and (5) can be used simultaneously to obtain this result, i.e., MoM has a recursion tree that grows linearly with the total population and where the number of terms evaluated at each step remains constant.
Method of Moments (MoM)
In this section we introduce the MoM algorithm. We begin by considering a set of higher-order moments such that CE and PC can be used simultaneously and efficiently in computing the normalizing constant.
Definition 1 (Basis of Moments).
For a model with R classes, a basis of higher-order binomial moments is the set
is the set of normalizing constants of all possible models with population
An example of basis V ( ⃗ N) for a model with M = 2 queues is shown in Fig. 3 . A justification of why the elements of the basis define binomial moments is given in Remark 2 of this section. We remark that the moments in ν( We now give the main theoretical result of the paper.
Theorem 1. There exist square matrices A( ⃗ N) and B( ⃗ N), defined by the coefficients of (4)-(5), which relate in a linear expression all and only the normalizing constants in the bases
where both A( ⃗ N) and B( ⃗ N) have an order independent of the total population N.
Proof. We first note that all constants in V ( ⃗ N) augmented with l, 0 ≤ l ≤ R − 1, queue replicas can be immediately computed from V ( ⃗ N − ⃗ 1 R ) using the PC of class R. It is therefore only left to prove that we can compute recursively also the remaining elements of V ( ⃗ N), which are normalizing constants of models having R additional replicas. Note that in V ( ⃗ N) there are
constants, each having R − 1 additional replicas. For each of these normalizing constants, we can write R − 1 PCs of class s ̸ = R and M CEs, therefore the number of equations obtained to estimate such unknowns is
However, the number of unknown constants with l = R additional replicas is exactly
This proves that A( ⃗ N) and B( ⃗ N) are square matrices.
A pseudo-code that generates the matrices A( ⃗ N) and B( ⃗ N) using the construction in the proof of Theorem 1 is given in the Appendices. We remark that the structure of the matrices can be updated from population
This is discussed in details in Section 5.1.
We also observe that, from the given definition of basis, the knowledge of 
Definition 2 (Method of Moments
Upon reaching the population N R = 0, the recursion proceeds in a similar way on class R−1. Finally, the recursion terminates when V ( ⃗ 0) is reached, since this vector contains only normalizing constants that take known values
We remark that, if A( ⃗ N) is singular, MoM fails because some normalizing constants in the basis V ( ⃗ N) cannot be computed from V ( ⃗ N − ⃗ 1 R ) due to the linear dependencies between CEs and PCs. In this degenerate case, additional independent information is required to complete the evaluation of the queueing network model. We point to Appendix B for an overview of how the MoM approach changes under these degenerate cases and to [28] for a further discussion of the problem. The following pseudo-code summarizes the general structure of the MoM recursion.
Remark 1: MoM features. The key feature of MoM with respect to established methods such as MVA, Convolution, or LBANC, is that MoM requires just N steps to solve the queueing network model as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Compared to RECAL, instead, the number of normalizing constants evaluated by MoM remains fixed throughout the recursion and equal to the cardinality of V ( ⃗ N), whereas throughout the RECAL recursion the number of normalizing constants grows combinatorially. We show in Section 6 that the complexity expressions for the size of V ( ⃗ N) are independent of the total population size N, thus the requirements of MoM in both time and space are always better than existing methods at least for a sufficiently large population N (typically a few tens of jobs in a model with more than three or four classes, even less for models with many classes). 1: Compute V (N 1 , 0, . . . , 0) using an efficient single class method, e.g., convolution [9] or LBANC [10] . 2: for r = 2 to R do 3: Initialize elements of V (N 1 , . . . , N r−1 , 0, . . . , 0) based on the previous class results and the termination conditions
Method of Moments (MoM)
for n r = 1 to N r do 5: Setup and evaluate (7) Remark 2: Higher-order moments of queue-lengths. One of the main technical ideas behind the MoM algorithm is to add a certain number of queue replicas to the network in order to recursively compute higher-order moments of queue-lengths for the model under study. To provide intuition, we here introduce a probabilistic interpretation of the queue replica addition operation used in formulas such as (2). 
is computed in terms of normalizing constants as
The proof is reported in Appendix A. The immediate conclusion following from the statement of Theorem 2 is that a normalizing constant with additional queue replicas can be interpreted as an un-normalized joint binomial moment of queue-lengths. Note that the use of binomial moments in place of the most popular power moments
an equivalent representation. In fact well-known queue-length descriptors such as mean, variance, skewness are readily computed from binomial moments as well, we point to [35] for moment conversion formulas.
Remark 3: Probabilistic interpretation of MoM.
A high-level probabilistic interpretation of (7) is as follows. The normalizing constants in the bases are interpreted as moments of order l ≤ R of the queue-lengths. Higher-order moments in V ( ⃗ N) and
are not independent of each other because of the linear relations (4) and (5) . Compared to all existing approaches in the literature, MoM is able to simultaneously exploit all these dependencies thanks to a linear system of equations. In particular, the existence of a sufficient number of equations to avoid A( ⃗ N) being under-determined is the main result and it is also the main driver behind Definition 1. For instance, if we set in V ( ⃗ N) a different maximum number of additional replicas, say R − 1 instead of R, then the linear system (6) would be under-determined and the MoM recursion would not be possible. 
may be considered as the solution of a queueing network that is more complex than the model under study because of the additional queue replicas. Therefore, it is not immediately clear how this may lead to the simplifying result (7). We explain the intuition behind this by an example. Consider the recursive computation of the normalizing constant G ((1, 0) , ⃗ N) using the PC of class 1
where we assume to avoid unnecessary complexity that Z 1 = 0. Assume now to evaluate also the constant G((0, 1), ⃗ N), then we can write the PC
Noting that the two PCs share the same normalizing constant G( (1, 1) ,
to the analysis is the new unknown G((0, 2), ⃗ N − ⃗ 1 1 ), but this is compensated, in terms of the linear system rank in (7), by the extra equation added. If we now repeat the same reasoning on normalizing constants with two or more additional replicas, it is found that the degree of overlapping between the equations is much greater, e.g., it is possible to formulate several CEs in addition to the PCs. That is, we found that the number of shared normalizing constants between the equations grows faster than the number of equations itself. MoM exploits this remarkable property of closed models to perform a recursion that grows linearly with the population size.
Remark 5: Numerical properties. Normalizing constant computations are known to be numerically difficult [36] , often due to floating-point range exceptions that arise in large models where the number of states can exceed many billions. Such numerical issues affect MoM as well, and they are even worsened by round-off errors that often accumulate in the solution of a long sequence of linear systems. Despite this difficulty, MoM effectively addresses both problems using an exact linear system solver in implementations, such as those available in many popular computer algebra systems, e.g., MAPLE, Mathematica, MATLAB Symbolic Toolbox, Maxima. Essentially, exact solvers provide arbitrary solution accuracy at the expense of some overheads due to multiprecision computations or modulo representations. Since this is a simple and definitive solution to all numerical issues of normalizing constant computations, we no longer focus on this problem except in the analysis of computational overheads in Section 6.
Illustrating example
The structure of (6) N 2 ) . In this case, we can write 
Throughout the paper we refer to users and jobs indifferently.
B(N
where we use the following basis
Here, the variable n 2 is incremented throughout the MoM iterations starting from n 2 = 1. For a model where 
Optimized method of moments
This section investigates structural properties of (6)-(7) and shows how to minimize the computational costs of the MoM recursion.
Block triangular form
A significant computational cost associated to (7) is that we need to solve the linear system for all the N populations evaluated during the recursion. In general, because of the numerical properties discussed in the previous section, one should use methods that provide an exact solution to the linear system. We henceforth assume that Gaussian elimination is used in MoM together with LU decompositon [37] .
In order to optimize MoM, we begin by observing that if LU decomposition is used to compute (7), a new decomposition needs to be performed at each step of the recursion. We now show that A( ⃗ N − ⃗ 1 R ) can be reused for defining A( ⃗ N).
Proposition 1. The matrix A( ⃗ N) can always be permuted to the block upper triangular form
where A 
p follows immediately. The last result can be exploited to avoid unnecessary LU decompositions as follows. Let us partition
and V p ( ⃗ N) with respectively the q and p rows considered in the proposition. Let B q ( ⃗ N) and B p ( ⃗ N) be analogous partitions of
B( ⃗ N).
We can reformulate (7) as
in which we reuse the same LU decomposition of A −1
1,1 while processing the population in class R. 5 That is, at each step of the recursion we can compute (12) by LU back-substitution [37] instead of the more expensive LU decomposition. This implies a significant computational saving, since back-substitution has quadratic time complexity in the order of A 1,1 instead of the cubic time of LU decomposition. With the proposed approach, LU decomposition only needs to be performed at the beginning of the recursion on a new class. For example, in the recursion tree in Fig. 4 this would be performed when the recursion reaches populations (1, 0) and (2, 1).
Fine-grain decomposition
A further optimization is obtained by decomposing the matrix A 1,1 in (12). Fig. 5 depicts A 1,1 for models with different values of M and R. It is immediate to see that also A 1,1 is a structured matrix. In particular, we prove below that A 1,1 admits a simple block triangular form.
Theorem 3. The matrix A 1,1 admits the block triangular form
where H = min(M, R) and
h , each having order 
Proof. Consider the set of normalizing constants
Using Vandermonde's convolution [38] , we have also
where the left-hand side is exactly the order of A 1,1 . This implies that the cardinality of each C h matrix is exactly
The form (14) implies new computational savings, since (12) can be computed by operating on the small diagonal blocks C (t)
h . Since the costs of LU decomposition and back-substitution are respectively cubic and quadratic in the order of the coefficient matrix of the linear system this optimization immediately translates in large computational savings in both time and space.
Fine-tuning the MoM algorithm
An optimized MoM algorithm is obtained by recursively solving (12)- (13) in place of (6) . The block triangular forms provide substantial computational savings and they can be applied directly to the basis V ( ⃗ N). However, for increased efficiency, one could further fine-tune the implementation by making the composition of the basis adaptive with respect to the number of non-empty classes. That is, for an intermediate population
N, in which only the first s classes are non-empty, the fine-tuned optimized MoM defines a basis of normalizing constants
Such a basis can be seen a set of binomial moments of order s and s − 1. It is simple to show with a proof similar to the one of Theorem 2 that the system of linear equations that relates the basis V s (⃗ n) with V s (⃗ n − ⃗ 1 s ) has a coefficient matrix A s (⃗ n) that is square. Therefore, during the recursion on the intermediate classes s < R, such a basis can be used without the need for extra equations. This basis, originally proposed in [27] , is much smaller than the one used in this paper since it ignores the normalizing constants for ∑ k m k < s − 1. A comparative evaluation of the basis size in MoM and its fine-tuned optimized version is given in Section 6. Fig. 6 shows the recursive tree of the optimized MoM in comparison with the one of the basic MoM is presented in Fig. 4 .
We remark that the reduced basis size requires an increased implementation effort. Besides the implementation of an adaptive basis, which requires generating different A s (⃗ n) and B s (⃗ n) matrices depending on the number of non-empty classes s, one needs to compute V s+1 (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n s , 0, . . . , 0) from V s (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n s , 0, . . . , 0) when starting the iteration on class s + 1. This can be done by using directly (4)- (5) (4)-(5).
Computational costs
In this section we give an asymptotic complexity analysis of the basic and optimized versions of MoM as the population N grows.
MoM requirements
The recursive evaluation of (7) 
operations, where α(N) accounts for the additional costs due to the use of exact algebra in a linear system solution. The α(N) factor is implementation-dependent; assuming that multiprecision arithmetic is used to achieve an exact solution of the linear system, α(N) accounts for the number of significant digits in the normalizing constants. Note that different trade-offs are incurred for a multi-modular linear algebra implementation, which is often easier to parallelize but it is not considered in this paper to determine the complexity of MoM we first study the asymptotic properties of α(N). 
Lemma 2. The number of digits of G( ⃗ N) grows asymptotically as O(N log N).
Proof. Let us first consider the case Z r = 0, 1 ≤ r ≤ R. By the definition of G( ⃗ N) given in Section 2, the maximum number of digits is for the case where all service demands are equal to D = max k,r D k,r . Since the system is balanced, using an approach similar to the proof of Theorem 2 we have that
and the asymptotic growth of digits is dominated by (M + N − 1)! which is O (N log N) . The case where one or more classes are Z r > 0 follows similarly by considering a model with M + 1 queues with identical demands D = max r {Z r , max k D k,r }, and no delay. Replacing the delay with a queue introduces an additional factor in the normalizing constant summation, and hence the new normalizing constant has an increased number of digits and grows as O(N log N).
Let O ∼ (·) be the standard ''soft-Oh'' notation which, for readability, ignores poly-logarithmic factors, e.g., O (N log N log log N) becomes O ∼ (N). We can now bound the growth of α(N) as follows.
Theorem 4. The asymptotic growth of α(N) is O ∼ (N) and approximately O(N log N).
Proof. The computation of (7) requires first the multiplication of normalizing constants with the coefficients in A −1 ( ⃗ N) and B( ⃗ N), and then the summation of the results. The cost of these operations grows no more than O(n log n log log n) with the number of digits n of the operands [39] . According to the previous lemmas, n grows at most as O (N log N) , and we finally obtain that the growth of α(N) is O (N log N log(N log N) log log(N log N) ) (N) and approximately O(N log N) . 
of existing methods for multiclass models.
Given the order
R of the linear system, the storage cost is approximately 7 where the first term accounts for the matrices A( ⃗ N); the latter is the storage size of V ( ⃗ N) and
since the number of stored values for the linear system matrices is independent of the population size.
Indeed, in actual implementations the hidden constants in the O ∼ (·) notation may have a non-negligible computational impact. For this reason, we report in the following subsections experimental results on the actual time and storage requirements of the method on various instances.
Optimized MoM requirements
Despite the asymptotic complexity of the optimized MoM algorithm is theoretically the same of MoM, i.e., O ∼ (N 2 ) time and O ∼ (N) storage, the former performs much better than the latter. Consider, for instance, Table 1 Recalling that LU decomposition needs to be performed only once for each class, and later one only needs LU backsubstitution [37] , the time cost of the optimized MoM is approximately Regarding storage, the cardinality of the basis V
Here and in the rest of the section we only account for the storage costs of A( ⃗ N) and A 1,1 ( ⃗ N), since all other matrices have few non-zeros. normalizing constants, and thus the maximum storage cost is for s = R and is approximately
multiprecision values. The first term accounts the store requirements of A( ⃗ N); the second term is the memory occupation of the bases. Since the number of stored value is again independent of N, the optimized MoM storage requirements grow asymptotically as O ∼ (N).
Experimental evaluation and case studies
To provide intuition on the actual performance of MoM and of the optimized MoM, we performed an experimental campaign on a Intel Centrino 2-1.30 GHz. During experiments, the available physical memory was approximately 4 GB, and we interrupted execution whenever this limit was exceeded. The comparison was performed against the MVA algorithm [19] because for large populations it is typically the best performing among existing methods, albeit inefficient. For the optimized MoM and MVA we developed fine-tuned C implementations; for MoM, we have used a Java implementation. The multiprecision arithmetic has been implemented in the fine-tuned optimized MoM using the GNU GMP libraries, conversely for MoM we have used the standard Java BigNum class.
We consider in this section simple models with no more than M = 4 queues or R = 4 classes, for which existing methods can be feasible under large populations and can be compared with MoM and the optimized MoM. The experimental results for different values of the total population N are given in Tables 2 and 3 . For instance, the first experiments are done on a model with M = R = 3, N = 100, and each population N r , 1 ≤ r ≤ R, is rounded up to the integer value closest to N/R, i.e., N r = 34. For each experiment, we collected CPU time and peak memory occupation. The results in the tables indicate the improved applicability of MoM and its optimized version with respect to the MVA algorithm, as discussed in the following remarks.
Remark 1. The CPU requirements are always favorable to the optimized MoM algorithm, with the exception of the two cases with just N = 100 jobs. Indeed, for smaller population values existing methods like the MVA are very effective, and tend to be faster than the optimized MoM since they do not use multi-precision algebra. However, as N increases, the degradation of performance of the MVA is much faster than for the optimized MoM, and this confirms the effectiveness of the MoM approach on models with large populations.
Remark 2. The most striking computational gain is however for the storage costs, where the optimized MoM largely outperforms MVA. Among the twelve experiments, the MVA failed several times due to its prohibitive storage costs which greatly exceeded the available memory; on the same experiments, the optimized MoM occupied no more than 1.7 MB. Thus, this feature is a fundamental advantage of MoM over MVA, which allows one to evaluate models with large populations. Note that, despite the theoretical worst-case storage complexity being linear in the population size, the storage occupation and its growth rate in MoM are both negligible on all examples.
Remark 3. MoM without optimization is slower than the other methods, yet it is able to solve in a few minutes models that are prohibitive for the MVA. However, the implementation of MoM in Java required about 400 lines of code, whereas the optimized MoM needed more than 1000 lines of code due to the additional complexity in handling the block diagonal form decomposition and the change in basis size described in Section 5.3.
Remark 4. Fig. 7 illustrates the practical limits of the MoM algorithm on commodity hardware (Intel Centrino 2-1.30 GHz).
We have run a series of experiments considering models with random service demands drawn uniformly in [1, 10 000] with population ⃗ N = (1, 1, . . . , 1) such that each class has a single job. Since the MoM recursion in the number of jobs is efficient, the objective of these experiments is to determine when either the storage requirements or the cost of the matrix factorizations using LU decomposition become too large for practical use. In this analysis, we have used a time limit of 5 h and a memory limit of 3.5 GB. The results in Fig. 7 indicate that the number of queues that can be considered, as the number of classes grows, decreases quite quickly, although models with a few queues and more than 10 classes are still manageable.
This is a result of the combinatorial growth of the size of the basis ⃗ V ( ⃗ N) and consequently of the linear system order in (6). In comparison, the MVA algorithm becomes too expensive to apply already with 4-5 classes. Conversely, MoM is applicable also to models with tens of classes, and experiments not reported in the figure indicate that with just M = 2 queues one may consider in the model up to R = 50 classes. For models with fewer than 4 classes, models with more than 100 queues can be solved efficiently by MoM, however models of this size are seldom used in practice. Summarizing, MoM is far more scalable than MVA but it may not be applicable to models with very large number of queues or classes. To address this issue we have proposed in [28, 29] related algorithms that explore in new ways the potentiality of the higher-order moment approach to solve closed queueing networks. In those works, it is found that models with many classes and many queues can be solved more efficiently with recursions that differ from the one proposed in the present paper. Still, MoM is much simpler and practical to implement than methods such as the one in [29] .
Case study: a J2EE application
We continue the experimental evaluation considering a real application model which is prohibitive for current solution methods. The results provide intuition on how MoM improves the analysis of real-world computer systems. We consider the large-scale distributed J2EE service application recently modelled by Kounev and Buchmann in [20] ; we point to that paper for a description, and we limit here to give a synthetic overview.
The application runs on a two-tier architecture with a cluster of m AS replicated application servers (AS) and a back-end composed of a dual-processor database server (DB). The workload is represented in terms of R = 5 classes, here labelled C1-C5, e.g., representing a new order placement or an order status query. We consider the most complex architecture among those evaluated in [20] , which has m AS = 9 clustered AS, and an overall number of M = 12 queues which also include a queue modeling communication overheads (CO). The delay varies with experiments, here we consider the case Table 4 . Following [20] , we solve models corresponding to three workload profiles:
• Table 5 Service demands D k,r (ms) of the stress case with N = 16 660 jobs. C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7   J1  64  77  93  27  19  60  8  J2  68  70  14  22  32  2  64  J3  28  2  68  34  22  47  81  J4  35  97  69  15  82  83  10  J5  10  85  88  71  62  79  98 • Heavy load: ⃗ N = (100, 50, 150, 50, 200).
Queue
The storage requirements of the MVA exceeded the memory limit on all three models. Using the optimized MoM, we were able to solve the low load model in 0.9 s using 1.6 MB of memory. Similarly, the medium load case was solved in 4.7 s with 2.3 MB of memory, and the heavy load model in 14.1 s using 3.4 MB. These results further confirm the applicability of MoM on models of practical interest.
Case study: stress case 1
We now consider a model with 5 distinct queues labelled J1-J5, R = 7 workload classes labelled C1-C7, and 16 660 jobs.
The random demands are given in Table 5 ; the population vector is ⃗ N = (10 000, 5000, 1000, 500, 100, 50, 10).
On the same machine used before, the solution is obtained with the fine-tuned optimized MoM in 409 s. The computed normalizing constant is G( ⃗ N) = 2.43756 × 10 37591 . We also determined throughputs and queue-lengths for all classes and queues, e.g., the throughput of class 2 is X 2 ( ⃗ N) = 3.89724 × 10 −3 jobs per ms, and the mean class 1 queue-length of J1 is Q J1,1 = 9982.23 jobs. During recursion, the memory occupation is monotonically increasing and reaches a maximal value of 407 MB. The storage requirement of convolution, LBANC and MVA, would be approximately 10 10 GB. All other existing methods, such as RECAL, have on this example larger storage requirements than the MVA. As for the previous experiments, this example further stresses that the key computational advantage of MoM and the optimized MoM is the low space complexity.
Conclusion
We have introduced the Method of Moments (MoM), a new algorithm for the exact analysis of multiclass queueing networks. MoM addresses the classic problem of infeasibility of exact solution methods on large multiclass closed queueing networks. The proposed algorithm is based on the recursive evaluation of higher-order moments of queue-lengths instead of mean-values, which is the established approach followed by the MVA algorithm. We have shown that studying higherorder moments allows one to formulate a recursion with a number of steps that grows linearly in the total population. At each step, the number of evaluated constants is fixed and independent of the number of jobs in the model. Numerical experiments and case studies have shown that MoM is much cheaper than the MVA algorithm, especially for the storage requirements.
Generic singularity
This class of degeneracies includes all other singular models that arise due to particular choices of the demands D k,r . It is quite difficult to encounter such a problem if the D k,r are measured from real applications, where the measurement errors hardly allow demands that are perfectly linear dependent, and thus singularity often can be resolved by considering additional significant digits 8 in D k,r . However, to achieve maximum generality we propose three possible solutions; the first two are exact methods, the last one is an approximation where arbitrarily small error can be achieved by increasing computational costs.
The first approach applies when a single class s has some demands D k,s that are responsible for singularity, and consists in re-labelling class indices such that class s becomes class R. This indeed solves the problem, since the entries of A( ⃗ N) never depend on the demands of class R which appear in B( ⃗ N) only. In the second approach, if demands of several classes are responsible for singularity it is possible to compute recursively part of the basis V ( ⃗ N) using traditional, more expensive, recursive schemes, such as LBANC or RECAL. We point to [28] for a description on how an hybrid algorithm of this type could be defined for degenerate models.
Finally, a practical technique which does not require additional implementations consists in perturbing the service demands D k,r responsible for singularity by arbitrary small quantities ϵ k,r . In traditional inexact linear solvers, this approach would not be viable, since perturbations are lower bounded by machine accuracy and thus may not always be small enough; more importantly, they may produce ill-conditioned linear systems. However, these limitations do not apply to exact multiprecision algebra, where the main drawback is that the additional digits required to represent the perturbation just add computational overhead. By definition of D k,r , it is also intuitive that the perturbed network with servers having speeds D k,r +ϵ k,r performs arbitrarily close to the reference model for sufficiently small ϵ k,r 's, which is not difficult to prove isolating the components of G( ⃗ N) affected by the perturbation. For instance, recall that the utilization U j ( ⃗ N) = ∑ R r=1 U j,r ( ⃗ N) of queue j may be computed as [18] 
, where G −j ( ⃗ N) is the normalizing constant of a model with queue j less. Setting D j,1 + ϵ j,1 , then the perturbed utilization is
, 
which justifies the perturbation approach. To provide intuition on the accuracy of the perturbations, we report a simple numerical example. 
